
Grade 2 – English Home Language: Term 2 week 8   (2020) Memo 

Monday: ( Complete D.B.E book: pages 50 -65) 

1. Learn the following revision words: (Write each word out three times in the 
block)  

paint paint paint paint 
faint faint faint faint 

 

2. Write 1 sentence for the following word.                                   

paint:  I paint the wall.  

3. Read words from the reading list on a daily basis. 

Tuesday: 

1. Learn the following revision words: (Write each word out three times in the block)  

paid paid paid paid 

fail fail fail fail 

2. Write 1 sentence for the following word: 

paid: I paid for the car. 

3.  Read the following sentence:   

My brother will paint the wall. 

4. Underline the verb in the following sentence:  

Andy is washing the sail. 

5. Draw a picture of a child playing in the snow. Write 5 sentences about your 
picture. Use the following words to help you. 

play windy gloves snow wet cold 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 



 

It is a cold day. I play in the snow.   

The snow is wet. I wear gloves. I love the snow. 

Wednesday 

1.  Read the following sentence:    The dog has a long tail. 

2. Draw a picture for the following words: Any suitable picture 

a. sail- ________________                        b. tail - __________________ 

3. Learn the following revision words: (Write each word out three times in 
the block)  

sail sail sail sail 

tail tail tail tail 

 

4. Write 1 sentence for the following word: 

tail: I have a tail.   

5. Write the word next to the picture: 

snail                                              chain 

6. Write the following sentence in the present tense:   

The snail was on the floor. 

The snail is on the floor. 

Thursday 

1. Learn the following revision words: (Write each word out three times in the 
block)  

snail snail snail snail 

chain chain chain chain 

2. Copy and read the following sentence:    My mum has a chain. 

_________________________________________________ 



3. Write a sentence for the following words: :    any suitable sentences   

a. strain: ______________________________________________________ 

b. chain: ________________________________________________________  

4. Comprehension: Read the following passage and answer the questions:  

Snow  

Bongi lives in the Drakensburg. It was very cold. Bongi had lots of blankets. She went to 
sleep. In the morning Bongi saw snow on the roof, snow on the trees and snow on the 
grass. Bongi put socks on her hands because she did not have gloves. Bongi likes to play in 
the snow. 

1. Where was Bongi when she saw snow? 
Drakensburg______________________________________________________

2.  What did Bongi put on her hands? 

Gloves______________________________  

3. What did Bongi see when she woke up?   

She saw snow._________________________________ 

Friday 

1. Learn the following revision words: (Write each word out three times in the 
block)  

strain strain strain strain 

plain plain plain plain 

 

Revision of the following words for the spelling test: paint, faint, paid, fail, sail, 
tail, snail, chain, strain, plain. 

2.  Circle the correct word:  

a. The boat has a big sail/sile.                           

 b. The dog has a long tail/tale. 

3. Circle the word that does not rhyme with the word in the first block. 

sail hail mint fail snail 

chain plain sing fail paint 

   



 

4. Spelling test:  

 

1. 2 3 4 5. 
 

6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 
 

 

 

5. Revision reading list for the week:  

 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 
 

came 
 

these cube time hatch 

game  
 

bone rude bike watch 

made 
 

stone rule witch bash 

even   
 

woke like batch crash 

 

 

 

 


